
Completed, dated and signed application form. 

A letter stating the reasons why you are requesting study assistance. 

A video explaining why you want to enter Le Cordon Bleu Madrid school (1 or 2 mins). 

A video preparing a recipe and talking about yourself (4-5 mins).

You should be answering the following questions on your video:

- Why that recipe?

- When did your passion for cooking started and where did it come from?

- In your opinion, what is the most important thing when it comes to cooking?

In case of validation based on academic qualifications, attach transcripts and academic certificate. 

In case of validation based on work experience, attach the updated CV.

A letter of recommendation.

Application form: 
International-Financial 
Grant II

Term:
 This scholarship is only granted in the July call.

NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION

Last name:

Nº:                      Letter:

Locality: 

PERSONAL DETAILS
First name:

Passport/ID number: 

Address:

Postal/Zip code:

Province/ State/ Region:

E-mail:

Phone (Include country code): 

Prices 
Grant
Total price

Prices 
Grant
Total price

Prices
Grant
Total price

17.500 €  14.500 €
 €€ 

10.500 € 

12.000 €
-4.000 € 
8.000 €

-4.000 € 
13.500 €

 - 4.000

Cuisine
Diploma

Pastry
Diploma

Le Cordon Bleu UFV, S.L. domiciled in Madrid, Road Pozuelo to Majadahonda km, 1,800, Pozuelo de Alarcón, informs you that the data provided is subject to automated processing 
and will be incorporated to the files property of Le Cordon Bleu UFV. S.L. registered in the Data Protection Agency. This data may be used in order to inform you about our social 
object, and may be given to the Foundation University Francisco de Vitoria and to Le Cordon Bleu International for the same purposes. In accordance with article 5 of Act 15/1999, 
of December 13th of Personal Data Protection, you are entitled to require access, rectification, cancellation and objection of your personal details in our files by sending an e-mail 
to admisionescordonbleu@ufv.es

Note: we will choose the beneficiary after reviewing all videos.

(*) No request will be processed in the absence of any of the requiered documents.
(*) Le Cordon Bleu UFV garantees the absolute confidentiality of all the data provided by the applicant.

The documentation must be send to the following e-mail address: 
madridscholarships-ayudas@cordonbleu.edu

PROGRAMMES

Select the programme:

(280 hours)

Spanish Cuisine 
Diploma

(270 hours)(400 hours)

Floor:                      



 To be completed by the student: 

AME  

DATE SIGNATURE

STATEMENT

It is my wish to apply for financial aid and I hereby state that I know, accept and have read the rules and criteria for granting 
it, as well as the information contained in the application form, the prices, the methods of payment and the academic 
procedures.

I declare that all the information given in this application is correct and true and I accept that any false or inaccurate 
information given here or in the documents I have submitted will lead to the loss of my status as a beneficiary of the 
financial aid granted by the school.

Signature of the applicant:

To be completed by the breadwinner: 

NAME  

DATE SIGNATURE

Signature of the breadwinner:

Le Cordon Bleu UFV, S.L. domiciled in Madrid, Road Pozuelo to Majadahonda km, 1,800, Pozuelo de Alarcón, informs you that the data provided is subject to automated processing 
and will be incorporated to the files property of Le Cordon Bleu UFV. S.L. registered in the Data Protection Agency. This data may be used in order to inform you about our social 
object, and may be given to the Foundation University Francisco de Vitoria and to Le Cordon Bleu International for the same purposes. In accordance with article 5 of Act 15/1999, 
of December 13th of Personal Data Protection, you are entitled to require access, rectification, cancellation and objection of your personal details in our files by sending an e-mail 
to admisionescordonbleu@ufv.es




